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This paper presents a study on a retrofit technique for masonry infilled reinforced
concrete (RC) frames. The proposed retrofit technique involves the addition of reinforcing
steel bars into epoxy-filled pre-cut grooves on the surface of infill walls. The feasibility
of the developed technique is initially investigated experimentally through pull-out tests
conducted on near-surface mounted (NSM) reinforcing steel bars. The experimental
results are used to augment an existing nonlinear finite element modeling approach used
to simulate the response of RC frames with the retrofitted infill panels and to calibrate
the numerical models developed. The nonlinear finite element models employ smeared-
crack and zero-thickness cohesive-crack interface elements to model the RC members
and masonry infills, while nonlinear truss elements are used to model the reinforcing steel
bars. The modeling scheme is used to numerically simulate the performance of one- and
two-bay infilled RC frames with a variety of reinforcing steel retrofit configurations under
lateral loads. The results indicate that the retrofit solution can improve the deformation
capacity of existing infilled frames, and its effectiveness depends on the orientation and
the distribution of the NSM reinforcement steel bars that are added to the infill panels.

Keywords: near-surface mounted reinforcing steel bars, non-linear modeling, parametric study, retrofit
technique, URM infill walls

INTRODUCTION

Many past earthquakes caused catastrophic failures of reinforced concrete (RC) frames with
unreinforced masonry (URM) infill walls such as the 2009 Mw 6.3 L’Aquila (Italy) earthquake
(Kaplan et al., 2010) and the 2015 Mw 7.8 Gorkha Nepal earthquake (Barbosa et al., 2017; Varum
et al., 2018). In many cases, extensive damage to infill walls was also observed even when the
structures were moderately damaged, posing life-safety concerns, and significant economic losses.
The large vulnerability and a large number of URM infill walls in areas of high seismicity around
the world highlight the need to improve their seismic performance (Nanni and Tumialan, 2003).
For example, following the 2015 Nepal Gorkha earthquake, Barbosa et al. (2017) and Varum
et al. (2018) indicate that the URM walls exhibited mainly in-plane damage (large single shear or
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diagonal cracks) as a few out-of-plane failures were observed. The
out-of-plane failure was observed for those walls that were not
detailed with splints and bands made of reinforcement bars and
concrete grout (Vishokarma et al., 2012).

Several retrofit solutions have been developed for improving
the seismic performance of infill walls including layers of
shotcrete (ElGawady et al., 2006), reinforced plaster, Engineering
Cementitious composite (Koutromanos and Shing, 2014), or FRP,
or the weakening with sliding joints (Bolis et al., 2017) which
trade strength for ductility. Some other retrofit methods for RC
frames with masonry infills are proposed by Baboux and Jirsa
(1990), Pincheira (1993), Teran-Gilmore et al. (1996), Ghobarah
and Elfath (2001), Perera et al. (2004), Sonuvar et al. (2004),
Papanicolaou et al. (2007, 2008, 2011), Formisano et al. (2016,
2017), Redmond et al. (2016), and Furtado et al. (2020a,b,c).
These methods can be successful to various degrees, but they
all alter the appearance significantly, and that is not always
desirable. A method that adds strength without altering the
appearance involves the addition of near-surface mounted (NSM)
steel or fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) bars on the infill walls.
The NSM retrofit solution uses a bar or strip in a groove cut
into the surface of the wall to be retrofitted, and therefore
minimizes the adverse aesthetic impact on the walls. NSM retrofit
solutions with FRP rods improve the seismic performance of
URM walls (De Lorenzis et al., 2000; Turco et al., 2006; Moon
et al., 2007; Petersen et al., 2010) by allowing for the develop-
ment of multiple distributed cracks in the wall panels. In addition,
experimental studies by Dizhur et al. (2014) illustrate that the
utilization of NSM bar retrofits can also increase the out-of-
plane flexural capacity of URM walls (Valluzzi et al., 2005; Haach
et al., 2011; Dizhur et al., 2017; Soti and Barbosa, 2019). These
studies consider bare masonry walls, retrofitted with the NSM
reinforcing steel bars. However, there are no studies investigating
the seismic performance of masonry infill RC frames retrofitted
with NSM reinforcing steel bars.

The main objective of this study is to assess the behavior and
effectiveness of an NSM retrofit solution for RC frames with URM
infills using a detailed finite element modeling approach. The
study employs the modeling approach proposed by Stavridis and
Shing (2010) and extends it to account for the NSM bars. The
modeling scheme for the NSM bars embedded in URM panels is
validated with data from laboratory pull-out tests. The validated
FE model for an experimentally tested RC infilled frame is used
to simulate the behavior of retrofitted infilled frames of one
and two bays with different schemes of vertical and horizontal
NSM bars. A parametric study considering different reinforce-
ment schemes is performed to provide an understanding of the
impact of the distribution of the NSM retrofit on the behavior of
the tested examples.

RETROFIT METHOD AND PROTOTYPE
STRUCTURES

The proposed retrofit solution involves the use of NSM
reinforcing steel bars that are embedded on the surface of
masonry infill walls. The steps to retrofit a URM infill panel

using NSM reinforcing steel bars include (a) cleaning of the wall
surface of any external cover; (b) introduction of grooves on the
wall (see Figure 1A) along the mortar bed joints, while vertical
grooves are cut through the head joints and brick surfaces;
(c) placement of the first layer of epoxy in the grooves (see
Figure 1B). It is proposed that one-half of the groove depth be
filled with epoxy in this step; (d) placement of the reinforcing
bars in the groves; and (e) filling of the grooves with epoxy, and
application of the desired surface finish as shown in Figure 1D.
Figures 1E,F show groove cuts to embed horizontal and vertical
NSM bars, respectively. When the proposed retrofitting scheme
is applied to an infill wall, the ends of the bars are anchored to
the bounding RC frame, as shown in Figure 2 using drilled holes
filled with epoxy.

The NSM bars are surrounded by the epoxy prevent-
ing the bars from being corroded. Additionally, the use of
stainless steel or epoxy coated NSM bars can mitigate this risk.
Nonetheless, further research on the long-term performance of
the system is warranted.

In this study reinforcing bars with diameter of 10 mm (0.375
in.) are embedded into the epoxied grooves (see Figure 1C). The
size of reinforcement fits into the typical width of mortar joint
[12 mm (0.5 in.)]. Hence the width of a groove cut corresponds
to the width of mortar joint. The recommended depth of a groove
cut is limited to 25 mm [1 in.] for practical reasons. An anchor-
age length of 127 mm [5 in.] in the RC beams and columns is
also used here. This can be achieved by drilling holes which are
filled with epoxy (Figure 2). In the case of intersecting vertical
and horizontal bars, the groove layout and NSM reinforcing
steel bars can be arranged as shown in Figure 3. It is worth
mentioning that the embedment of NSM reinforcing steel bars
to the reinforced concrete frames may be challenging in some site
conditions and should be assessed carefully while designing the
NSM retrofit solutions.

The NSM retrofit is intended to be applied on the exterior
face of the buildings. The single face retrofit can result in
eccentric behavior as discussed in Soti and Barbosa (2019) when
a planar wall/frame is considered. Nonetheless, in an actual
building, the effect of this eccentricity would be minimized
because of the presence of orthogonal walls and connection to
bounding columns.

The adopted modeling scheme is expanded, as discussed
in subsequent sections, to incorporate the horizontal and
vertical bars added to the infill according to the proposed
retrofit scheme. The bars are equally spaced and positioned
to resist the diagonal shear crack which dominated the failure
pattern of the test structure. The calibration of the model is
based on the pull-out tests conducted initially. The analysis
conducted here consider in-plane vertical and lateral loads.
Hence, provide resistance to out-of-plane loads, which the NSM
bars can provide, is not considered here. The retrofit strate-
gies considered for the first numerical example are shown
in Figures 2, 5, 6. Figure 5 illustrates cases with varying
number of horizontal bars in each bay and Figure 6 illustrates
cases with varying number of vertical bars in each bay. The
load on columns and wall in Figures 5, 6 corresponds to
specimen 9 in Mehrabi et al. (1994). The retrofit strategy which
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FIGURE 1 | Retrofit steps: (A) saw cutting grooves, (B) partial filling of grooves with epoxy, (C) placing and pressing steel reinforcing bars into the groves with the
first layer of epoxy, and (D) filling and surface finishing of grooves, (E) horizontal cut through the bed joint, and (F) vertical cut through the bricks and the head joints.

combines both horizontal and vertical bars in single-bay frame is
shown in Figure 2.

PULL-OUT TESTS

Test Setup and Instrumentation
Pull-out tests were conducted at the Structural Engineering
Research Laboratory at Oregon State University to explore the
feasibility of the attachment of NSM bars on the surface of the
masonry infill and study the bond behavior of the NSM reinforc-
ing steel bars to the infill walls. Two brick walls, as illustrated in
Figure 7, were used to test the effectiveness of horizontal and
vertical NSM solutions. For both walls, a reinforcing steel bar
was anchored in the grooves using epoxy resin over an anchor-
age length of 203 mm [8 in.], which is approximately equal to the
length of a brick. The specimens were built with solid clay bricks
of nominal dimensions 193 mm × 92 mm × 57 mm [7.625 in.
× 3.625 in. × 2.25 in.] and Type-N mortar in accordance with
ASTM C270 (ASTM, 2014). An average flow of the mortar was
measured to be 203 mm following ASTM C1437 (ASTM, 2013)
during the construction of the test specimens. The average 28-
day compressive strength of 50.8 mm × 50.8 mm [2 in. × 2
in.] mortar cubes was 8.5 MPa [1.23 ksi] [ASTM C109 (ASTM,
2016)]. The reinforcing steel bars used were ASTM A615 (ASTM,
2020) Grade 420 [Grade 60] with a diameter of 10 mm (3/8 in.),
which is #10M [#3], and measured yield strength of 506.8 MPa
(73.5 ksi) based on coupon tests [ASTM A370 (ASTM, 2017)].

In the first specimen (Figure 7A), a bar placed horizontally
along the mortar joints was pulled by a hydraulic actuator with a
maximum capacity of 222 kN (50 kips) and stroke of ± 152 mm

FIGURE 2 | Retrofitting details for one-bay frame retrofitted with three
horizontal and four vertical bars. The non-retrofitted model represents
Specimen 9 in Mehrabi et al. (1994). NSM reinforcing bars are shown in
dashed lines. Arrows represent the load on columns and wall, respectively,
which were applied during the testing. Delta (1) represents a displacement
controlled monotonic or cyclic loading. All dimensions in mm.

(±6 in.), as illustrated in Figures 7C,E. The bar had a threaded
tip for load transfer to the actuator. In the second specimen
(Figure 7B), the vertical bar was pulled using a hollow hydraulic
jack and a prestressing chuck, as shown in Figures 7D,E. The
hydraulic jack was mounted on top of the steel beam that was
rested on the brick wall. A hollow load cell was attached to the
jack, and the vertical bar was passed through the aligned holes
of a custom drilled steel beam, hydraulic jack, and load cell.
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FIGURE 3 | Near-surface mounted reinforcing steel bars placed into pre-cut
grooves.

FIGURE 4 | Retrofit of the two-bay frame using three horizontal and four
vertical NSM bars on each bay (2BR3H4V). Dimensions are in mm.

A prestressing chuck with cap and spring (designed for gripping
#10M [#3] bars) was used to grip the vertical bar during testing.
Tests were executed under displacement control and the loading
rate was 0.2 mm/min.

The instrumentation plan used in the pull-out tests is shown in
Figure 7E. Each specimen was instrumented with LX-PA 254 mm
(10 in.) string potentiometers and 19 mm (0.75 in.) displacement
transducers connected to a National Instruments data acquisi-
tion (DAQ) system (National Instruments, 1998). The string
potentiometer (SP) was used to monitor the displacements of the
NSM reinforcing steel bars. Linear positioning sensors (LPS) were
used to monitor the sliding and rotation of the walls.

Test Results
The results from the pullout tests are summarized in
Figures 8A,B. From the figures it can be seen that a strong
connection was established between the bars and masonry
walls so that the former reached their yield strain with the
prescribed 203 mm long epoxy bond length. In this specimen,
bricks close to the far end of the epoxy cracked as shown in
Figure 8C, resulting in a sudden drop in the force-deformation
curve at approximately 1 mm of deformation. This crack
propagated in the vertical direction, perpendicular to the
bar direction, and extended into the bricks at approximately
2.0 mm of actuator displacement. In fact, the bar placed
vertically developed a higher strength and reached a larger

displacement before eventually pulling out. That is probably
caused by the stronger connection of the bars when the groove
went through the solid bricks (Figure 7B). The bar ultimately
slipped, accompanied by brick cracking along the bond length,
followed by debonding failure of the epoxy resin as shown
in Figure 8D. These test results indicate that the strength of
the connection between the masonry wall and the NSM bars
over a relatively short length is sufficient to ensure yielding
of the bar. Hence, the tests provide a proof of feasibility and
confidence in the proposed methodology. Moreover, they
provide data which is used in this study for the calibration of the
numerical model.

NUMERICAL MODELING

Modeling Scheme
To model the seismic behavior of RC frames with infilled
masonry, one can use advanced continuum micro-models such as
the ones developed in Lourenco et al. (1998), Milani et al. (2006),
Lemos (2007), and Stavridis and Shing (2010). The modeling
scheme proposed by Stavridis and Shing (2010), which adopts
a modeling scheme that combines continuum smeared-crack
elements, developed by Lotfi and Shing (1991), with interface
elements (Lotfi and Shing, 1994), is used here.

Figure 9 illustrates the modeling scheme developed by
Stavridis and Shing (2010) for the RC members and infill. RC
members are discretized in modules of four triangular smeared-
crack elements connected with four interface elements placed
at angles close to 45 degrees. Each module of four triangular
smeared-crack elements is connected to other modules through
horizontal and vertical interface elements. The interface elements
capture horizontal, vertical, and diagonal cracks in a discrete
manner. The reinforcing steel bars in the concrete members are
modeled with elasto-plastic truss elements. The flexural steel at
each location is divided into eight truss elements at each interior
location and four truss elements along external edges. The shear
reinforcement is divided into two bars placed in a zig-zag pattern
as proposed by Stavridis (2009).

The modeling of a masonry unit is illustrated in Figure 9B.
The units are modeled with two rectangular continuum
elements interconnected with a vertical interface element.
The vertical interface element captures tensile splitting and
relative rotation of the fractured masonry unit. Mortar joints
are modeled with zero-thickness four-noded cohesive-crack
interface elements.

The smeared-crack and discrete-crack element formulations
used here are proposed by Stavridis and Shing (2010) and are
implemented in the Finite Element Analysis Program (FEAP)
developed by Taylor (2013). In this formulation, the uncracked
concrete or brick elements are modeled with a plasticity model
governed by a von Mises failure criterion combined with a
tension cutoff. When the von Mises failure criterion is reached,
an associated flow rule is used to compute the plastic strains. On
the other hand, when the tension cutoff criterion is reached, a
crack is formed, and the material model adopts an orthotropic
material law to simulate the nonlinear behavior of the material
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FIGURE 5 | Retrofit solutions with horizontal NSM bars: (A) solution 1H (1BR3H), (B) solution 2H, (C) solution 3H, (D) solution 4H, and (E) solution 5H.

in tension and compression. The direction of the cracks is
fixed and normal to the direction of the maximum princi-
pal stresses.

The constitutive model used in the interface elements consid-
ers the contraction of the yield surface, defined by a hyperbolic
yield criterion governed by the tensile strength of the interface,
the radius of the yield surface at the vertex of the hyperbola,
and the slope of the asymptotes. In addition, the constitutive
relation adopts a non-associated flow rule to allow the scaling
of the shear dilatancy. Thus, the interface elements can simulate
mode-I, mode-II, and mixed-mode fracture of the discrete cracks
in the RC members and masonry panels.

The NSM reinforcing steel bars used in the retrofitting
solution are modeled as elastoplastic truss elements. Each
reinforcing bar is split into four truss elements that connect
the nodes of the continuum brick elements, as shown in
Figures 9C,D. These truss elements are connected in a zig-zag

cross pattern, similar to the one used for the shear reinforcement
in the RC members (Figure 9A), along the interface elements
simulating the mortar joints or the brick interface elements. This
modeling scheme assumes that the connection of the NSM bars
to the masonry infill will not fail, allowing the NSM bars to yield.
This assumption is justified by the pull-out tests discussed in a
previous section.

Similar to the embedment in the masonry walls, the embedded
portion of the NSM reinforcing steel bars into the columns
is modeled using zig-zag truss elements that connect the
brick wall and the concrete columns, as shown in Figure 9E.
Thus, the possible dowel action of the inclined embedded
bar into the column has not been explicitly accounted for
in this study. This is deemed acceptable since a previous
study indicates that the addition of the dowel connec-
tions to the columns results in a minimal strength increase
(Redmond et al., 2016).
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FIGURE 6 | Retrofit solutions with vertical NSM bars: (A) solution 1V (1BR4V), (B) solution 2V, (C) solution 3V, (D) solution 4V, and (E) solution 5V.

NSM Numerical Modeling Validation
The modeling scheme for the NSM bars is first used here to model
the pull-out tests discussed in a previous section. The mechani-
cal properties of the materials used in the numerical model are
summarized in Table 1. These properties are defined based on
material tests conducted by Mehrabi et al. (1994), and the values
proposed by Stavridis (2009).

The experimental and numerical results and failure patterns
are compared in Figures 8A–D. It can be observed in Figure 8
that the model can capture the initial stiffness, as the error is less
than 12% in both cases. The peak load is also captured well for
the horizontal bar pull-out test, but not as well for the vertical
bar pull-out test. The discrepancy is caused by the hardening of
the reinforcing steel bar in the test which is not captured by the
numerical model. A different material model which can account
for the strain hardening could be implemented and improve

the numerical results. Moreover, in both cases, the numerical
models do not capture the local brick cracks and associated loss
of strength, nor do they capture the final failure observed in the
vertical bar pull-out test (Figure 7B). Moreover, the proposed
modeling approach does not explicitly capture the slip of the
embedded reinforcing steel bar and the deboning of the epoxy
from the masonry units. Nonetheless, the modeling approach
can capture the response of the NSM retrofit until the initiation
of bond failure, which generally occurs at relatively high strains
of the NSM bars as evident in De Lorenzis and Teng (2007).
Hence, such features are not considered in the modeling scheme
to maintain its simplicity.

Overall, despite the identifiable discrepancies between the
numerically computed and experimentally measured post-peak
behaviors observed in Figure 8, it can be concluded that the
adopted modeling approach can predict the overall behavior of
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FIGURE 7 | Pull-out tests: (A) horizontal bar pull-out test specimen, (B) vertical bar-pull-out test specimen, (C) horizontal bar pull-out test setup, (D) vertical bar
pull-out test setup, and (E) sensor layout for horizontal and vertical NSM reinforcing steel bars.

the embedded NSM bars with reasonable accuracy for the range
of response of interest in the case of infilled RC frames. Moreover,
although the tests and simulations in this study consider clay
masonry units, it is evident that the methodology can be extended
to masonry units of other materials as well as long as the epoxy
material is selected to ensure that the reinforcing steel bars
yield prior to the debonding. In case such data is not available,
this may require small scale pull-out testing such as the ones
performed in this study.

APPLICATION ON INFILLED RC FRAMES

In this section, the effectiveness of the NSM bars on infilled RC
frames is investigated. As summarized in Table 2, two prototype

structures are considered and the influence of the orientation
and number of the NSM bars is varied. These are examined in a
parametric study conducted for the single-bay structure and the
most effective bar arrangements are identified and applied to the
two-bay frame.

The model used in these analyses is the model developed by
Stavridis and Shing (2010) for Specimen 9 of the tests conducted
by Mehrabi et al. (1994). The design and modeling details
of the structure can be found in Stavridis (2009), while the
comparison of the failure patterns and force-vs.-displacement
curves is presented in Figure 10. The RC frame had insuffi-
cient shear reinforcement and experienced a brittle failure due
to the shear cracks that initiated in the infill and propagated
though the columns (Figure 10). This is a typical failure pattern
of infilled frames with strong infill and non-ductile frame
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FIGURE 8 | Model validation: (A) load-displacement curves for horizontal bar pull-out, (B) load-displacement curves for vertical bar pull-out, (C) observed cracking
patterns of horizontal bar pull-out, (D) observed cracking patterns of vertical bar pull-out, (E) numerical deformed shape for horizontal bar pull-out, and (F) numerical
deformed shape for vertical bar pull-out.

(Stavridis et al., 2012). The FE model captures both the shear-
dominated failure sequence and the important features of the
force-vs.-displacement curve and it has been used in other studies
that have led to the analytical assessment approach proposed
by Stavridis et al. (2017), which is adopted by ASCE 41-17
(ASCE/SEI 41-17, 2017).

One-Bay (1B) One-Story Frame
A parametric study is conducted to investigate the influence of
the quantity and layout of NSM bars on the performance of the
infilled RC frame tested by Mehrabi et al. (1994) under in-plane
loading. The variations considered in terms of the number and
distribution of horizontal and vertical NSM reinforcing steel bars
are shown in Figures 5, 6, respectively. As seen in the figures, 10
different configurations of NSM reinforcing steel bars in terms of
the number of bars, as well as the spacing between the bars, are
investigated, namely (a) Frames 1H through 5H for the horizon-
tal bars, and 1V through 5V for the vertical bars. The different

arrangements are summarized in Table 2. Cases 5H and 5V have
very small spacing between the bars and do not represent practi-
cal options. However, they are considered here as upper bounds
of the possible amount of reinforcement that can be added to the
infill. The results obtained for these variations are described in
the following subsections.

Influence of Horizontal NSM Bars
The first two cases with horizontal bars include solutions 1H and
2H with the same number of bars and different spacing, and
then the number of bars increases until the not so practical case
of 5H which includes NSM bars in every bed joint. Figure 11A
presents the results from the pushover analyses for the horizontal
NSM solutions considered. It can be observed that in all cases the
strength of the frame, as well as its ductility, increase drastically
compared to the non-retrofitted frame (Table 3). However, the
peak load of the retrofitted model is not sensitive to the quantity
and arrangement of horizontal NSM bars in the infill panel. In
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FIGURE 9 | FEM discretization: (A) RC section, (B) URM wall, (C) horizontal near-surface mounted (NSM) reinforcing bar (D) vertical NSM bars, and (E) NSM bars
embedded into the concrete column.

fact, the first four cases seem to have rather similar behavior. Case
5H, which has NSM bars in every bed joint and therefore would
not be a practical solution, remains almost elastic until 300 kN,
while all other frames have an apparent yield strength of around
200 kN. Hence, it reached its peak strength at 0.4% drift ratio
and then maintained the same strength as it does not exhibit any
strength degradation, as the large number of steel bars yielded.

For the retrofitted models with an equal number of horizon-
tal NSM bars (e.g., frames 1H and 2H), the behavior of the
retrofit solution does not depend on the arrangement of the NSM
bars in terms of the initial stiffness, peak strength, and failure
pattern. Comparing Figures 11C,E, which present the distribu-
tion of forces in the infill (green arrows), and along the frame-
infill interface (blue arrows) at drift of 1.5%, it can be observed

that the bar distribution minimally affects the internal force
distributions (Figures 11B,D). Both frames develop a similar
failure pattern except the additional diagonal cracks on top of
the beam in 1BR3H.

Influence of Vertical NSM Bars
The influence of vertical NSM reinforcing steel bar quantity
and distribution on the response of the retrofitted frames to
in-plane lateral loading is presented in Figure 12. Solution
5V has vertical NSM reinforcing bars spaced at every half-
brick. Cases 1V and 2V include the same amount of reinforce-
ment with different spacing, and the quantity of NSM reinforc-
ing bars increases from cases 2V to 5V, as illustrated in
Figure 6.
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TABLE 1 | Material properties used in the numerical analysis of component tests.

Smeared crack model Interface model

Material

Peak Dn f’t GIf GIIf µ0 µr ro rr η α β

strength

MPa ε1 ε2 GPa/m MPa N/m N/m kPa kPa m/N m/N

Brick 50 0.0017 0.0022 2443 1.4 105 1050 0.8 0.7 138 35 0.6 0.011 12.5

Mortar – – – 1466 0.275 35 350 0.8 0.7 138 35 0.6 0.011 12.5

ε1 and ε2, strain values; Dn, normal stiffness; ft, tensile strength; GI f , mode-I fracture energy; GIIf , mode-II fracture energy; µ0, initial slope of asymptotes; µr , residual
slope of asymptotes; r0, initial radius of curvature at the apex of the failure surface; rr , residual radius of curvature at the apex of the failure surface; η, parameter defining
the shape of the plastic potential surface; α, parameter controlling the rate of degradation of µ with frictional work; β, parameter controlling the rate of degradation of r
with frictional work.

TABLE 2 | Numerical models analyzed.

Application examples Model Description

One-bay infill frame (1B) 1BNR One-bay non-retrofitted model

1BR3H—aka Solution 1H One-bay retrofitted model with three horizontal bars (Figure 5A)

Solution 2H One-bay retrofitted model with three horizontal bars (Figure 5B)

Solution 3H One-bay retrofitted model with four horizontal bars (Figure 5C)

Solution 4H One-bay retrofitted model with six horizontal bars (Figure 5D)

Solution 5H One-bay retrofitted model with horizontal bar at every bed joint (Figure 5E)

1BR4V—aka Solution 1V One-bay retrofitted model with four vertical bars (Figure 6A)

Solution 2V One-bay retrofitted model with six vertical bars (Figure 6B)

Solution 3V One-bay retrofitted model with four vertical bars (Figure 6C)

Solution 4V One-bay retrofitted model with 10 vertical bars (Figure 6D)

Solution 5V One-bay retrofitted model with vertical reinforcement at every half-brick

1BR3H4V One-bay retrofitted model with three horizontal and four vertical bars (solution 1H+solution 1V)

Two-bay infill frame (2B) 2BNR Two-bay non-retrofitted model

2BR3H Two-bay retrofitted model with three horizontal NSM reinforcing bars

2BR4V Two-bay retrofitted model with four vertical NSM reinforcing bars

2BR3H4V Two-bay retrofitted model with three horizontal and four vertical NSM bars

Figure 12 presents the results for pushover curves for
the frames with vertical NSM bars. The results indicate that
the peak load increases with the increase in the number of
vertical NSM bars. The impractical model 5V seems to have
the highest strength, however, the increase does not justify
the additional effort and material needed to mount such a
large number of bars on the infill. For the retrofitted models
with an equal number of vertical NSM bars, 1V and 2V, it
can be observed in Figures 12B–E that having vertical bars
closest to the columns resulted in higher post-peak lateral shear
resistance. However, the difference is not significant on the
crack patterns and internal force distribution. For the sake of
brevity, the deformed meshes for the other cases are not shown.
The main takeaway of the deformed shape results is that as
the number of vertical NSM reinforcing steel bars decrease,
the failure mode of the infill wall changes from flexural to
shear dominated.

Based on the results obtained from the parametric study with
the varying number of horizontal and vertical bars, it is evident
that adding more than three horizontal bars, or more than four
vertical bars does not yield significant improvement of the results.
Hence, these configurations are further explored. Figure 9A

shows the pushover results in terms of applied force vs. horizontal
drift ratio of these cases, as well as the non-retrofitted case.

The model with three horizontal bars reaches a peak load of
331 kN at a drift ratio of 0.98%. The peak load is 16% higher than
that of the non-retrofitted model, and the displacement at which
the peak load is reached increases by almost 100%; from 0.5 to
0.98%. As the displacement increases, the lateral capacity starts
to mildly degrade with the initiation of diagonal cracking and
bed joint shear deformation of the infill wall. At 1.5% drift ratio,
the shear cracks propagate in the infill wall without the develop-
ment of shear failure in the columns, as shown in Figure 9C.
The model which has four vertical NSM reinforcing bars, shows
a maximum shear capacity of 286 kN at 0.98% drift ratio. The
peak load of the model does not increase when compared to the
non-retrofitted model. However, the peak load is reached by this
model at 0.98%, as the model with the three reinforcing bars.
However, unlike that model, in the case with the vertical bars,
the load drops as the imposed displacement increases due to
the presence of vertical grooves that induce a softening behavior
in the infill walls under the influence of in-plane loading. This
model develops multiple bands of diagonal shear cracks and
a plastic hinge at the bottom of the right column, as shown
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FIGURE 10 | FEM Model validation in Stavridis (2009): (A) Lateral force-vs.-lateral displacement curves, (B) Experimental failure pattern of Specimen 9 at drift of
2.8%, and (C) Deformed shape of model of specimen 9 at drift of 0.46%.

in Figure 12D. Hence, although both NSM bar arrangements
improve the performance, adding bars horizontally yields better
behavior for the frame.

Frame With Both Vertical and Horizontal NSM Bars
With the optimal number of horizontal and vertical bars investi-
gated in the previous section, the combined effect is investigated
in a model that incorporates three horizontal and four vertical
bars. This model, illustrated in Figure 13, reaches an apparent
yield point at a drift of 0.2% and a load of 220 kN, but its
resistance keeps increasing until it reaches a peak load of 328
kN at 2.2% drift ratio. This load is practically sustained until
the analysis stops at 3% drift ratio. The capacity increase of
16% unretrofitted and the sustained shear resistance over the
wide range of displacements are possible due to the contribu-
tion from both horizontal and vertical NSM reinforcing steel bars.
In this model, the damage develops mainly in the infill, and it is
less severe compared to other NSM retrofit reinforcing steel bar
arrangements (Figure 13B). It is worth noting again that dowel
action and failure of the reinforcing steel is not modeled, and
it can be argued that the results beyond the 1.5% drift ratio are
beyond the ability of the model to capture the damage at large

level of displacements, as panel tests by Soti and Barbosa (2019)
indicate. However, the improvement of the performance of the
infilled frame is evident. For the given geometry and boundary
conditions, the optimum combination of horizontal and vertical
NSM bars needs to be provided to ensure the ductile performance
of the infill frame.

Two-Bay Frame
The analyses and experiments reported by Stavridis (2009)
indicate that the failure patterns of infilled RC frames can
change between single-bay and multi-bay infilled frames. Hence,
a two-bay frame model that is an extension of the one-bay
frame model discussed in the previous section (Figure 8) is also
considered in this study. The frame has the same geometry,
reinforcing details, material properties, and loads. The three
most efficient retrofit arrangements considered for the single-
bay frame are considered for the two-bay frame as well: a
model retrofitted with three horizontal bars (2BR3H), a model
retrofitted with four vertical bars per infill panel (2BR4V), and
a model combining three horizontal and four vertical NSM
reinforcing bars per panel (2BR3H4V), which is shown in
Figure 4.
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FIGURE 11 | The response of one-bay retrofitted model with a different number of horizontal NSM bars: (A) lateral force vs. drift ratio, (B) deformed shape of
Solution 2H, (C) force distribution of Solution 2H (D) deformed shape of 1BR3H, and (E) force distribution of 1BR3H.

The results for the pushover analyses of the two-bay models
are shown in Figure 14 and summarized in Table 4. In
Figure 14A, the non-retrofitted, reference model shows a first
peak load of 500 kN at a drift ratio of 0.5%. With increasing
imposed displacements, the shear capacity first decreases, but
then increases to the maximum shear capacity of 525 kN at 1.3%
drift ratio. At 2% drift ratio, the shear capacity drops drasti-
cally due to shear failure of the infill wall panels as shown in
Figure 14B. At 2.5% drift ratio, the two-end columns develops
shear failures, while the central column displays a bending failure
with hinges forming at the top and bottom of the column.

The retrofitted model with three horizontal bars reaches
a peak load of 583 kN at approximately 1.00% drift ratio

(Figure 14A). Upon further increase of the drift, the shear
capacity gradually goes down to reach 534 kN at 2.5%
drift ratio. The failure mode for this frame is similar
to the unretrofitted frame except in the central column
where a shear failure is also observed at mid-height of the
column (Figure 14C).

The retrofitted model with only vertical NSM reinforcing bars
(2BR4V) achieves a peak load of only 442 kN at 0.72% drift ratio.
With a further increase in drift, this model shows a steady loss of
capacity. The failure mode associated with this model, as shown
in Figure 14D; involves mainly a shear failure of end columns,
flexural deformation of the middle column, and sliding in the
infill panels.
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TABLE 3 | Numerical results of non-retrofitted (NR) and retrofitted specimens (one-bay frame).

One-bay models Yield point Peak load Strength at 1.5% drift

Vy = 2/3Vmax (kN) δ y (mm) Vmax (kN) δ Vmax (mm) V1.5% (kN) δ 1.5% (mm)

1BNR 191 1.23 287 7.00 215 23.00

1BR3H—aka Solution 1H 224 2.00 336 16.7 312 23.00

Solution 2h 224 1.80 336 14.50 325 23.00

Solution 3h 221 1.50 331 16.20 319 23.00

Solution 4h 214 1.50 321 12.00 318 23.00

Solution 5h 219 1.50 329 5.40 305 23.00

1BR4V—aka Solution 1V 193 1.28 289 15.00 250 23.00

Solution 2V 185 1.27 277 8.40 230 23.00

Solution 3V 190 1.20 285 10.5 250 23.00

Solution 4V 199 1.47 298 11.70 * *

Solution 5V 221 2.10 331 15.00 329 23.00

1BR3H4V 194 2.00 328 34.00 300 23.00

*Premature failure due to convergence.

FIGURE 12 | Response of one-bay frame retrofitted with different number of vertical NSM bars: (A) lateral force vs. drift ratio of the models with different retrofit
solutions using vertical NSM bars, (B) deformed shape of Solution 2V, (C) force distribution of Solution 2V, (D) deformed shape of 1BR4V, and (E) force distribution
of1BR4V.
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FIGURE 13 | Response of the one-bay retrofitted solutions tested: (A) lateral force vs. drift ratio curves of the one-bay frame, (B) deformed shapes at 1.5 percent
drift ratio for the one-bay non-retrofitted example, and (C) deformed shape of one-bay example retrofitted with 3H4V.

Finally, the retrofitted model with three horizontal and four
vertical NSM reinforcing bars reaches a peak load of 574 kN at
2.5% drift ratio. This model develops shear failures in all three
columns and infill wall panels (Figure 14E).

As in the single-bay frame, the infill shear resistance of the
two-bay frame reduces when retrofitted with only four vertical
bars. The difference is 6% for the single bay frame, but it
drops by 33% in the case of the two-bay frame. The higher
reduction of the infill shear resistance in the latter frame can
be attributed to an early diagonal cracking that is developed
when the vertical reinforcement prevents the uplift of the wall.
Thus, the contribution of vertical reinforcement to the lateral
strength of the infill frame is not straightforward. The infill
walls where only vertical reinforcement is added can lead to a
reduction on the lateral strength of the infill frame due to the
reduced cross sections in the locations of the NSM bars, but
also due to the possible diagonal cracking of infill as shown in
Figures 12D, 14D.

When only horizontal reinforcement is added, as in the
case of the single bay frame, the lateral strength increases
considerably. When compared to the vertical reinforcement,
the horizontal reinforcement provides a higher ductility. In
both frames, however, the largest ductility improvement can
be observed when horizontal reinforcement is combined with
vertical reinforcement.

CONCLUSIONS

A retrofit solution for URM infilled RC frames that involves the
use of NSM reinforcing steel bars is proposed in this paper. The
feasibility of the proposed solution is examined initially with a
series of pull-out tests on NSM bars attached to masonry panels.
These tests indicate that NSM bars can yield in tension before the
bond between the bars and masonry wall fails when the bars are
placed in groves along the bed or head joints. The results from the
pull-out tests are used to calibrate a 2D non-linear finite element
modeling approach which is used to assess the effectiveness of the
proposed retrofit solution.

The modeling approach combines discrete and smeared-crack
elements and it is extended here to simulate the effect of the
addition of NSM bars on an experimentally tested single-bay
infilled RC frame which failed in shear. Ten different configura-
tions with varying number of horizontal or vertical reinforcement
are considered. From the results obtained, it can be seen that in
most cases, the NSM bars can alleviate the brittle failure patterns.
Interestingly, the peak load and ductility of the retrofitted models
is not sensitive to the quantity of horizontal NSM bars in the
infill panel for the cases considered here. However, the higher
number horizontal NSM bars induce brittle failures of RC frame
members. In terms of the vertical bars, the peak load increases
with the increase in the number of vertical NSM bars.
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FIGURE 14 | Response of two-bay frame: (A) lateral force vs. drift ratio for two bay frame, deformed shapes at 2.5 percent drift ratio for: (B) 2BNR, (C) 2BR3H,
(D) 2BR4V, and (E) 2BR3H4V.

TABLE 4 | Numerical results of two-bay frame models.

Two-bay models Yield point Peak load Strength at 2.5% drift

Vy = 2/3Vmax δ y Vmax δ Vmax V2.5% δ 2.5%

(kN) (mm) (kN) (mm) (kN) (mm)

2BNR 347 2.3 525 20 458 38

2BR3H 394 3.0 583 15 534 38

2BR4V 305 1.2 442 11 312 38

2BR3H4V 357 2.0 538 38 538 38

Based on the results, the retrofit schemes with three
horizontal and four vertical bars are considered the most
viable, and when combined result in the highest strength and
ductility. The effectiveness of this scheme with both vertical
and horizontal bars is confirmed when a two-bay frame
is considered.

When compared to the non-retrofitted model, the one-bay
model retrofitted with three horizontal and four vertical bars
reaches 14% higher strength at approximately five times higher
displacement, demonstrating significantly more ductile behavior.
Also, noteworthy, the displacement at the peak load of the

two-bay retrofitted model is almost double of that of the non-
retrofitted model, whereas the peak load is only 2.5% higher than
that of non-retrofitted model. Hence, considering the increase
in strength, and the ease of application, the retrofit scheme with
horizontal bars I recommended here.

Over-reinforcing the infill may result in a brittle failure mode
for the bounding columns. The optimum quantity of the horizon-
tal and vertical NSM bars should be designed to achieve ductile
performance of the infilled frame.

The tests demonstrate the feasibility of this retrofit solution,
while the numerical results demonstrate promising potential in
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the use of NSM reinforcing steel bars for retrofitting URM infilled
RC frames under in-plane loading. However, it is suggested that
additional testing on infilled RC frames be performed to further
explore the performance of this retrofit solution under in-plane
and out-of-plane seismic loads. In addition, the development of a
reliable design methodology is warranted in future studies for the
retrofit solution to be adopted by practicing engineers.
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